
 

 

 

All the information you need while visiting

Russia during FIFA World Cup 2018  

WORLD CUP 2018

& RUSSIA GUIDE



Whether you are travelling to Russia just to 

see football match or you plan visiting this 

country a lot, having a brochure with all the 

information needed may come in handy.  

What to do and to visit in the host city? 

 Which team is playing next? Answers on 

these and other questions you will find in this 

brochure. 

To be prepared for your unforgettable trip, 

simply download this guide on your 

smartphone, notebook or tablet and read it 

before landing in Russia. 
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WELCOME TO 

RUSSIA

This year Russia will have a 

rare opportunity to present 

itself to the world as an 

attractive travel destination 

with  its unique geography and 

diverse cultures of the host 

cities.
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Capital: Moscow 

Population: 144,5 million 

Language: Russian 

Currency: RUB (ruble) 

FAST FACTS:
Russia is the largest country in 

the world. 

Despite of the myth about cold 

weather, average June 

temperature in European Russia 

is 20°. 

The official language is russian, 

but there are 27 different 

languages co-official in various 

regions throughout the country. 

Russia has more time zones than 

any other country in the world. It 

used to have 11, but this was 

culled in 2010 to ‘only’ nine. 

Russians are the world’s fourth 

biggest drinkers behind Belarus, 

Moldova and Lithuania. 
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GEOGRAPHY & CLIMAT IN RUSSIA

Russia’s climate is very various, from the deep Arctic chill of the far north to the hot desert heat of 

some areas on the south.  

Winter in Russia’s European part is not that  terrifying as myths about it. In Moscow and St. 

Petersburg the first snow usually falls in November-December and stays till March-April. The 

average winter temperature is about -10°C. 

Summer in Russia is mostly dry and sunny, sunshine may be nine hours a day, with periodic rains or 

thunderstorms, so don’t forget to take your umbrella. 

On the North of Russia the sun never sets between May 12 and August 1.  During this “white night” 

the sky never gets completely dark and the city is an absolutely fascinating sight!  

Check the availability and book the White night  excursion on the MyLittleAdventure.com website . 

Temperature in June 

Max average t°: 

+21 °C (69.8 °F) 

Min average t°: 

+11 °C (51.8 °F)

Russia is a country of exceptional and various beauty, 

with its impenetrable Siberian forests, snow-capped 

peaks of stunning Ural and Caucasus mountains, vast 

deserts and grasslands of the central steppe. 

June is one of 

the best 

months to visit 

Russia

https://www.mylittleadventure.com/best-things/saint-petersburg/tours/private-white-nights-walking-tour-of-st-petersburg-CuXOBAQD


24°
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WHAT ABOUT THE WEATHER IN JUNE?

This year a pretty good weather is expected during the 

World Cup 2018. Most of the days will be warm and sunny.

Moscow 25°
St. Petersburg20°

Nijni Novgorod 
Saransk23°

Samara 
Kazan25°

SochiKaliningrad 14°

Volgograd 
Yiekaterinbourg21°

Rostov-on-Don26°



Tourism in Russia. 

Is it safe to travel 

in this country?

In general, Russia is  safe and tourist- 

friendly country. However, there are 

some basic safety rules to follow: 

      Don’t leave any valuables  inside 

of your car; 

      Always keep your money/phone 

close; 

      Better not to talk with people you 

don't know in the street; 

      If your accommodation is far from 

the city centre, it is advised not to 

walk alone in the dark streets after 11 

pm; better call taxi, which is quite 

cheap it Russia. 

As you can see, these advises are 

more or less applicable for any 

country, so we can say that in 

general Russia is not dangerous 

country.  

MyLittleAdventure's opinion: 

 "In Roma do as Romans do". 

As mentioned above, Russia is mostly safe for 

visiting as a tourist. If you respect local 

culture, traditions and common rules, you will 

never be in trouble. Russian people are 

considered as welcoming and open-minded 

nation, so you can easyly become friends with 

them, and our advises in this brochure will 

help you to discover some specialities and 

particulars about communication in Russia.

"Russia is unsafe, not friendly to 

foreigners and simply dangerous 

country, so the trip there may cause 

troubles and become very unpleasant 

for tourists". 

If this statement is true? The answer 

is no, as the dangerousness of this 

country is one of the popular myths 

about Russia, which actually have 

nothing to do with a real life.  
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PRACTICAL 

INFORMATION

How much does it cost a pint of 

beer in Russia? How to stay 

connected without spending a lot 

of money? And what to do in case 

of unexpected or dangerous 

situation? 

In this part of the brochure we 

prepared useful information you 

may need while travelling to 

Russia during the  World Cup 2018.

PRICES
Accommodation & 

eating out
Other

Economy room............... 10-35$ 

Medium price room....... 50-85$ 

Good quality room.........  >100$ 

Economy meal ...............  4-10$ 

Medium price meal........ 10-20$ 

Good quality meal.........   >40$ 7

Metro ticket............................... 1$ 

Taxi from airport ............... 15-20$ 

1 package of Marlboro ............ 2$ 

Museum ticket ...................... 5-7$ 

Studio (1 month) ................... 500$ 

Visa .......................................200$ 

McMeal at McDonalds ............ 4,20$ 

Water (0.33 liter bottle) ........... 0,40$ 

A pint of beer ........................... 0,96$ 

Vodka 0,5 l bottle ..................... 5-7 $ 

Bottle of red wine .......................... 5$ 

Bread ........................................ 0,50$ 

TO BUY A RUSSIAN SIM CARD FOR YOUR SMARTPHONE

In Russia there are a lot of mobile phone companies, but the three 

most common: MTS, MegaFon and Beeline. 

For 8$ a month you 
will have 500 minutes 
of calls in Russia and 

15Gb of Internet.

1 month costs 7$  and 
offers 300 minutes of 
calls and 10 Gb.There 
are other plans with 
more internet, calls 

etc.

The cheapest package 
of Beeline offers you 3 

Gb and 300 min of 
local calls for 6$.

Mobile phone companies have a lot of offices that are easily 

recognizable on the street. You can find them at the airport, near 

metro stations, in large shopping centers or even just down the street. 

Choose the first that you see  and stay connected!



WHAT TO DO IF...

YOUR DOCUMENTS 

ARE LOST OR STOLEN

     Call to the police - 102 

     Go to the nearest police 

station, and  fill out a loss/theft of 

passport form there 

     Contact your embassy or 

consulate 

     Get your new passport/another 

transit document. Keep it in safe :) 

     Apply for an exit visa (normally 

you will need to show your ticket 

back to your home country  for an 

exit visa) 

YOU ARE LOST

      Register with your embassy or 

consulate when you arrive in Russia  

      Write down and save in your 

smartphone emergency phone 

numbers 

      Use any mobile map service that 

supports GPS 

      Before leaving hotel, ask the 

receptionist to write down their 

address in Russian  

      Ask locals or police to  help you 

get around 

YOU NEED MEDICAL 

ASSISTANCE

     Contact your embassy or 

consulate, or ask for help from the 

hotel staff or people around you. 

Take into account, that the staff of 

emergency services  may only speak 

Russian 

     Contact your insurance company 

representative 

     Emergency medical aid in Russia 

is free of charge, regardless of 

citizenship or available documents. 

However, better to have some cash 

with you 

     Take  your ID documents with 

you, as well as a  copy of your 

insurance contract 

8
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USEFUL WORDS & PHRASES

Spasiba          Thank you

Menia zovut           My name is

Privet           Hello

Skolko stoit?           How much?

Kak dela?           How're you?

Za zdorovie           Cheers!

Da           Yes

Niet           No

Do svidania           Goodbye

Davai!          Go!

Gol!          Goal!

Chto za?!          WTF?!   

Molodets!          Well played!   

Vratar!          Goalkeeper!   

Sudia           Referee   

Myach           Ball   

Ura!           Hourra!Yes!   

THIS IS INTERESTING

         If you plan on being an 

astronaut, learning Russian 

is obligatory

        There are only about 

200,000 words in the 

Russian language

       The word "vodka" 

derives for the word 

"voda", which means 

"water"

       The name Red Square  

 has nothing to do with 

communism, but derives 

from the word "krasnyi",  

which once meant 

"beautiful"
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RULES FOR ENTERING RUSSIA

VISA INFORMATION VISA-FREE ENTRY

To receive a tourist visa, you will need: 

     Original passport/foreign passport 

     Two copies of the filled-in and signed visa form 

     a photograph 

     The original and a copy of an insurance policy 

     A voucher  for tourist services and confirmation of 

reception of a foreign tourist from a tour operator 

       

You can apply for the visa by submitting the required 

documents at a Russian consulate.In some countries, 

documents are submitted at the visa centers of various 

companies. For more details please visit www.mid.ru. 

VISA FEES  vary depending on the country where the 

application is submitted. For example, the fee for the 

processing of a non-urgent single-entry  visa for US 

citizens is $160, while for European Union citizens it is 

€35.

For the residents of over 30 countries, a visa is not 

required for entry into Russia and staying up to 90 days 

(you can check the list on the official informational 

portal  www.kdmid.ru). 

       Citizens of Abkhazia, Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela, 

Colombia, Nicaragua, Peru, Uruguay, Fiji, Chili, Ecuador 

can stay in Russia up to 90 days. Residents of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Macao, Cuba, Serbia, Thailand and 

Montenegro can reside in Russia without a visa for up to 

30 days. Hong Kong citizens can reside for up to 14 days. 

                                      

     Fans can enter the country with a personal id card 

which is called a FAN ID. It will be necessary also to 

present a document proving one's identity and a ticket to 

a match.
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FAN ID

http://www.kdmid.ru/cons.aspx?lst=cnslfunk&it=/%D0%A3%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B8%D1%8F%20%D0%B2%D1%8A%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B4%D0%B0%20%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B6%D0%B4%D0%B0%D0%BD%20%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%82%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%BD%D1%8B%D1%85%20%D0%B3%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%83%D0%B4%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B2%20%D0%B2%20%D0%A0%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%81%D0%B8%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D1%83%D1%8E%20%D0%A4%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8E.aspx


HOST CITIES

11 cities 
cultures to discover

64 matches assigned to

12 stadiums

Moscow 

Saint-Petersburg 

Sochi 

Nijni Novgorod 

Rostov on Don 

Volgograd 

Ekaterinburg 

Kazan 

Kaliningrad 

Samara 

Saransk

11



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 
 Moscow is the capital and most 

populous city of Russia, with 12.2 million 

residents within the city limits and 17.1 

million within the urban area. 

By broader definitions Moscow is 

among the world's largest cities, being 

the:  

     14th largest metro area 

     18th largest agglomeration 

     14th largest urban area 

     11th  largest by population  

     9th  most expensive city in the world  

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

      Moscow claims the largest 

number of billionaires in the 

world

       Over 6 million passengers 

use the Moscow metro daily 

making it the third busiest 

metro in the world

       Moscow State University 

is the world’s largest university 

building

A city with almost 

900 years of history

On of the oldest and most renowned 
ballet and opera companies in the 

world 

The Kremlin is included into the 
UNESCO List of World Cultural and 

Natural Heritage

One of the most picturesque 
places in Moscow built almost 500 

years ago. 12

MOSCOW

The Kremlin
Saint Basil's 

Cathedral

Bolshoy 

Theatre



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 

Saint Petersburg is Russia's second- 

largest city after Moscow, with 5 

million inhabitants. 

Petersburg’s symbol is White Nights, 

which are explained by high-latitude 

position of the city. White nights start on

May 25-26 and stay until July 16-17. The 

maximum duration of the day falls on 

June 21-22 - around 19 hours. White 

Night excursion and a lot of other 

activities you will find on the website 

MyLittleAdventure.com 

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

     City contains 342 bridges

        Saint-Petersburg is a 

coffee capital of Russia 

        St Petersburg has one of 

the longest and shortest 

streets of Russia

A capital of briges and 

white nights

The Hermitage Museum is one of the 
most important sights to see for any 

visitor to St. Petersburg 

There is plenty to see at the Fortress, 
including the Prison Museum and the 

 Cathedral

Here you can absolutely 
feel astounded at how Russia's 

royalty once lived 13

SAINT PETERSBURG

         It is is the world capital 

of trams. The length of the 

tram tracks in the city is more 

than 600 km

Hermitage
Peter and Paul 

Fortress

The Catherine 

Palace



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 

Sochi is one of the youngest cities in 

Russia, founded only in 1838, but is one 

of the most surprising places in Russia 

too! 

You can sunbathe in the morning and 

go skiing in the mountains in the 

evening, as they are less than an hour 

drive away. 

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

         Sochi  boast 300 days of 

sunshine per year

        Sochi is the second longest 

city in the world streching for 

145 kilometers along the sea  

        Sochi is located at the 

same width as world famous 

resorts of Cannes, San-Remo 

and Nice

Also called 

"Russian Riviera"

Huge and absolutely breathtaking lake, 
which provides the best spots for 

taking photos  

Presents a big collection of classic 
Russian art, showing the rich history 

of this country

Discover rich ocean world in the 
biggest aquarium in Russia

14

SOCHI

Ritsa Lake Art Museum
Sochi World 

Aquarium



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 

Nizhny Novgorod is  5th largest city in 

Russia, after Moscow, St. Petersburg, 

Novosibirsk and Yekaterinburg. The 

2010 Census indicated a population of 

1,2 million. 

Almost every district of the Nizhny 

Novgorod region has its own unique 

features that are actively developing. 

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

         The city was known as 

“Gorky” from 1932 to 1990 after 

the writer Maxim Gorky

        The Soviet Union’s first tank 

was made in Nizhny Novgorod 

        City is supported by 2 

major industries: IT and 

engineering. The city has roughly 

25 research and development 

institutions

Also known as 

"Russian Hollywood"

The most ancient out of the preserved 
Kremlins in Russia (it is first mentioned 

in the chronicle of 1044)  

 A unique architectural 
embellishment of Nizhny Novgorod 

and one of its main places of interest

One of the most beautiful churches 
of the city, which is  built in 1975

15

NIJNI NOVGOROD

Kremlin
Chkalov 

Staircase

Church of the 

Resurrection



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 

Rostov  is a main port city of Sea of 

Azov in Russia and  10th largest city of 

Russia.It has the population of 1 million 

people. 

The project of the stadium was 

created especially for the World Cup 

2018 and further domestic football 

games. 

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

         There is a largest cemetery 

in Europe in Rostov

         Rostov-On-Don has the 

largest number of fish markets in 

Russia

        It has an access to 5 seas

A very traditional 

Russian city

Walk among the Cathedral street and 
enjoy the atmosphere of this traditional 

Russian city  

 Visit the counsil Square - one of the 
biggest squares in Rostov

Visit the Don river, which is one of 
the major rivers of Russia and the 

5th longest one in Europe 16

ROSTOV-ON-DON

         The Rostov Zoo is the 

largest zoo in Russia

Cathedral 

Street

Council 

Square
River Don



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 

Volgograd is an important industrial 

city, situated on the western bank of 

the Volga River. 

The city became famous for its 

resistance during the  Battle of 

Stalingrad, which was one of the 

largest battles during the WWII. 

Today it's a city of broad boulevards, 

green parks and stunning architecture. 

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

         The river terminal of 

Volgograd is the largest in 

Europe

         During the 20th century 

the population of Volgograd 

increased tenfold

A city with a huge 

history

One of the most gorgeous railway 
stations in the country, built  

Enjoy the breezy cruise on the 
Europe's largest river in terms of 

discharge and watershed: Volga 

The most massive memorial complex 
in Russia, and, of course, this is the 

number one place to visit here 17

VOLGOGRAD

          The battle for Stalingrad, 

which became the largest land 

battle of the Second World War, 

lasted two hundred days

The Sentral 

Station

Cruise on 

Volga

Mamayev 

Kurgan



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 

 Kazan is the capital and largest city of 

the Republic of Tatarstan, Russia. With 

a population of 1,1 million people it is 

the 6th most populous city in Russia. 

It's a multicultural city with 48.6% - 

Russians, 47.6% - Tatars, there are also 

Chuvash, Ukrainians and Mari. 

Today, Kazan is the cultural center of 

the Tatar people. 

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

         Nowadays Tatarstan has 

two official languages: Tatarian 

and Russian

         Kazan metro is included in 

the Guinness Book as the 

shortest metro in the world

The "Third Capital" of 

Russia

The Kazan Kremlin is the only surviving 
Tatar fortress in Russia, which makes 

part of the World Heritage List. 

It's a unique architectural complex, 
 including an Orthodox church, a 

mosque, and a synagogue and others.

Is considered to be one of the 
largest mosques in Russia, and in 

Europe outside of Istanbul. 18

KAZAN 

          Kazan is one of the oldest 

cities not only in Russia but in 

Eastern Europe as well

Kremlin
Temple of all 

religions

Qolsharif 

Mosque



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 

 With the population of 1,3 million 

people Ekaterinburg's urban area is 

the fourth largest in Russia. 

It is an important transport and logistic 

hub on the Trans-Siberian Railway and 

a large industrial center. 

Today it's a city of broad boulevards, 

green parks and stunning architecture. 

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

         In winters the temperature 

falls up to -45 degrees

         The frame of the American 

Statue of Liberty is made of 

metal produced in 

Yekaterinburg

The Capital 

of the Urals

One of the most beautiful buildings – 
the arty Dom Sevastyanova from the 

late 19th century. 

One of the Russia's best urban 
panoramas on from the 52th floor

Church built on the site of the 
demolished Ipatiev House, where the 

royal family was shot 19

EKATERINBURG

        Ekaterinburg became the 

third most popular Russian city 

among foreign tourists

Sevastyanov 

house

Vysotskiy 
Viewing 
Platform

Church on 

Blood



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 

 Kaliningrad is a Russian exclave 

situated between Poland and Lithuania 

on the Baltic Sea, the only region of 

Russia completely separated from 

the main part of the country. 

Kaliningrad got its name in 1946, 

 before that this city used to be 

German and was called Königsberg, 

which means “king’s barrow”.  

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

         Königsberg was the 

birthplace and residence of 

Immanuel Kant

         Kaliningrad Oblast 

possesses over 90% of the 

world’s amber

The "Little Russia"

The Königsberg Cathedral is the most 
important Prussian building in the city 
and definitely must see in Kalinigrad 

In this museum museum dedicated to 
the ocean you will find unique sea 

vessels and aquariums with rare fish

Here you can see the most impressive 
pieces of amber found in the Baltic, 

and also buy inexpensive jewelry 20

KALININGRAD

         Inhabitants of Kaliningrad 

often call the main part of the 

country “the big Russia”, and 

Kaliningrad is considered to be 

the "Little Russia"

The Königsberg 

Cathedral

Museum of the 

World Ocean
Amber Museum



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 

Samara is the centre of the Russian 

aerospace and aviation industry and 

one of the oldest cities in Russia. It is 

situated  on the left bank of the Volga 

River and has population of 1,1 million 

people. 

Football has a special place in the life 

of the city and  local Metallurg stadium 

is one of the most frequently visited in 

the Russian Premier League. 

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

         One of the oldest russian 

beer breweries is situated in 

Samara. It's called "Zhygulevsky"

         The building of the Samara 

station is the tallest building of 

such purpose in Europe

Space Capital 

of Russia

The space Museum is a must-visit 
place while being in the Aviation 

Capital of Russia 

Enjoy walking among 5 km long 
pedestrianized street along the left 

bank of the Volga river

Discover city’s rich football history 
which goes more than a hundred 

years back 21

SAMARA

         All Russian and Soviet 

cosmonauts were sent into space 

thanks to rockets designed in 

Samara

Space Museum
Samara 

embankment

Football 

Museum



MUST SEE

Saint Basil's Cathedral

About 

Saransk is the capital city of the 

Republic of Mordovia with population 

of 300 000 people. 

The city was named after Saranka river 

flowing through the city. “Sara” means 

“a muddy place” in the languages of 

the Finno-Ugric group, which were 

originally spoken here. 

 THIS IS  INTERESTING

         Since 2013, Saransk’s most 

celebrated inhabitant is Gerard 

Depardieu, who got Russian 

citizenship 

         Saransk only got its first 

street lamps around a 100 years 

ago

A small city with 

a big history

Discover green and beautiful Pushkin's 
Park, which is the excellent place to 

spend your afternoon 

Learn more about Russian history and 
it's Great Patriotic War,  Afghan and 

Chechen wars

Visit beautiful Orthodox Churches, 
small  Finnish Lutheran Church, 

 Mosques and The MainCathedral  22

SARANSK

         Mordovia has 13 Orthodox 

monasteries and ranks first in 

Russia for the number of churches 

per inhabitant

Pushkin's Park
Museum 

of War

Churches and 

Cathedrals



All the information you need about the

competition program of the 21st edition

88 years of World

Cup 

K A T I E  W A L S H ,  F O U N D E R

Making special

events more

special with 

good food katie's 
kitchen

C A T E R I N G  S E R V I C E S

E S T 1 9 9 5

IT'S ALL ABOUT 

FOOTBALL
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FOOTBALL 

GROUPS

GROUP A  GROUP B 

GROUP C 

GROUP F

FRANCE

AUSTRALIA

PERU

DENMARK

GERMANY

MEXICO

SWEDEN

KOREA REP.

GROUP D  GROUP E 

BRAZIL

SWITZERLAND

COSTA RICA 

SERBIA

GROUP G  GROUP H 

RUSSIA

SAUDI ARABIA

EGYPT

URUGUAY

PORTUGAL

SPAIN

MOROCCO

IRAN

POLAND

SENEGAL

COLOMBIA

JAPAN

ARGENTINA

ICELAND

CROATIA

NIGERIA

BELGIUM

PANAMA

TUNISIA

ENGLAND
24



matches assigned to 

stadiums: 

Let's discover the 

different styles and 

architectures of 

Russian stadiums than 

ks to a circuit through 

11 towns most 

charming of each 

others ! 

Luzhniki Stadium & Spartak Stadium (Moscow) 

Krestovsky Stadium (St. Petersburg) 

Nijni Novgorod Stadium (Nijni Novgorod) 

Kaliningrad Stadium (Kaliningrad) 

Yekaterinburg Arena (Yekaterinburg) 

Mordovia Arena (Saransk) 

Kazan Arena (Kazan) 

Rostov Arena (Rostov-on-Don) 

Fisht Olympic Stadium (Sochi) 

Volgograd Arena ( Volgograd) 

Samara Arena (Samara) 

THE 

HOST STADIUMS 

11
64
12

cities 
cultures to discover 
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LUZHNIKI STADIUM 

Initially called Central Lenin Stadium, the Luzhniki Stadium has been 

built between 1955 and 1956 in 450 days, just after the first 

participation of the Soviet Union at the 1952 Olympics. It is located 

near to the Moskva river, which constitutes a pleasant zone during 

Summer.  

Concerning bars, restaurants and other places to eat and drink, go to 

the center of Moscow is better. 

 

The stadium has now a capacity of 80,000 seats.

14 June at 6pm 

RUSSIA vs SAUDI ARABIA

20 June at 3pm 

PORTUGAL vs MOROCCO 

17 June at 6pm 

GERMANY vs MEXICO 

26 June at 5pm 

DENMARK vs FRANCE
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SPARTAK 

STADIUM 

16 June at 4pm 

ARGENTINA vs ICELAND 

19 June at 6pm 

POLAND vs SENEGAL 

23 June at 3pm 

  BELGIUM vs PORTUGAL

27 June at 9pm 

SERBIA vs BRAZIL 

Also called Otkritie Arena, The Spartak Stadium is the first stadium of 

the Spartak Moscow, which is one of the most popular football team 

of Russia. Its construction started in 2010, at approximately 14 

kilometers from the center of Moscow where we find mainly 

residential buildings. 

The appearance of the stadium represents a great pride because it 

can change according to which team is playing. If the Spartak are 

playing, red and white covers the facade, and if the national team 

plays, the colors change to those of the Russian flag.  

The stadium has the capacity accommodate 45,000 spectators.
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KRESTOVSKY 

STADIUM 

The Krestovsky stadium is a new and super-modern stadium 

constructed on the Krestovsky Island in St. Petersburg. Built on the site 

of the Kirov Stadium which had a capacity of 110,000, it has the 

capacity now to accommodate 67,000 people. The design for this 

stadium is inspired by a spaceship that has landed on the shores of the 

Gulf of Finland. Technologically, Krestovski Stadium is one of the 

world's most modern arenas. Its structure and equipments allow the 

edifice to host any type of event at any time of year. Even in winter, 

 where the temperature inside the stadium is 15 degrees Celsius.

15 June at 6pm 

MOROCCO vs IRAN

22 June at 3pm 

BRAZIL vs COSTA RICA

19 June at 9pm 

RUSSIA vs EGYPT

26 June at 9pm 

NIGERIA vs ARGENTINA
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THE KALININGRAD 

STADIUM 

Also called Baltika Arena, the Kaliningrad Stadium is constructed  for 

the World Cup 2018 in the heart of the city of Kaliningrad, on 

the Oktyabrsky Island. It's a new birth for this place which has been 

wilderness for a long time. After the event, new habitations with parks 

and stores will be built around the stadium. Still, the stadium is 

located not so far from the Konigsberg Cathedral, where we may find 

a lot of restaurant and things to do. 

The stadium has the capacity to accommodate 35,000 people, and 

10,000 seats will be removed after the World Cup 2018.

16 June at 9pm 

CROATIA vs NIGERIA

25 June at 8pm 

SPAIN vs MOROCCO

22 June at 8pm 

SERBIA vs SWITZERLAND

28 June at 8pm 

ENGLAND vs BELGIUM
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NIZHNY NOVGOROD 

STADIUM 

Constructed in one of the most charming city of Russia, the Nizhny 

Novgorod Stadium is located at the convergence between the Oka 

and Volga rivers and just near to the Alexander Nevsky Cathedral, in 

the city of Nizhny Novgorod. Its architecture is inspired by the nature 

of the Volga region, so water and wind. The area around the stadium 

is mostly constituted by residences and shops.  

 

Its capacity is about 45,000 seats. 

18 June at 3pm 

SWEDEN vs KOREA REP.

21 June at 9pm 

ARGENTINA vs CROATIA

24 June at 3pm 

ENGLAND vs PANAMA

27 June at 9pm 

SWITZERLAND vs COSTA RICA
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EKATERINBURG 

ARENA 

Constructed in 1953 in the city of Ekaterinburg, the stadium has have 

been renovated many times before been completed for the World 

Cup 2018 in 2017. It can host 35,000 spectators.  

 

It's a vestige of Stalinist architecture and stands set up for this 

purpose can introduce to foreign people decorative and 

architectural features of typical of Soviet neo-Classicism. 

 

Its location near to the center of the city allows to find restaurants, 

bars and attractions within walking distance.

15 June at 5pm 

EGYPT vs URUGUAY

21 June at 8pm 

FRANCE vs PERU

24 June at 8pm 

JAPAN vs SENEGAL

27 June at 7pm 

MEXICO vs SWEDEN
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VOLGOGRAD 

ARENA 

Alongside the Volga river, in the north of the city of Volgograd 

formerly named Stalingrad,  the construction of the Volgograd 

stadium began in 2015 on the ruins of the World War II's battlefields. 

That is why, from anywhere in the city, people will be able to see the 

85-metre “Motherland calling” statue, anciently protecting the city 

from those who wanted to attack it.  

 

18 June at 9pm 

TUNISIA vs ENGLAND

25 June at 5pm 

SAUDIA ARABIA vs EGYPT

22 June at 6pm 

NIGERIA vs ICELAND

28 June at 5pm 

JAPAN vs POLAND

Capacity for the World Cup 2018 

is about 45,000 seats and will 

be reduced to 35,000 after the 

event.  
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MORDOVIA ARENA 

In 2010 was the 1000th anniversary of the unification of the 

Mordovian people with Russia's other ethnic groups. The 

construction of the stadium began at this time. It is located on 

center of the city of Saransk, at the shore of the Insar river. The 

range of colors associating orange, red and white, represents the 

distinctive colour palette of Mordovia's arts and crafts. 

The city centre is a short walk away and offers many options for 

eat and drink. 

Its capacity is actually of 44,000 occupants but after the World 

Cup it will be lowered to 25,000 to host more different sports 

events. 

16 June at 7pm 

PERU vs DENMARK

25 June at 9pm 

IRAN vs PORTUGAL

19 June at 3pm 

COLOMBIA vs JAPAN

28 June at 9pm 

PANAMA vs TUNISIA
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KAZAN ARENA 

The stadium has been constructed to host its first match in 2013. Its 

design is especially made for the Kazan's local culture and place. 

Indeed, its water lily shape allows its adaptation to the surrounding.  

There is some alternatives to drink and eat around the stadium but the 

city center is more attractive and located at 6 kilometers.

The stadium has the 

capacity to 

accommodate 35,000 

people. 

16 June at 1pm 

FRANCE vs AUSTRALIA

20 June at 9pm 

IRAN vs SPAIN

24 June at 9pm 

POLAND vs COLOMBIA

27 June at 5pm 

KOREA REP. vs GERMANY
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ROSTOV ARENA 

Located near to the Don river in the city of Rostov-On-Don, the 

construction of the Rostov Arena began on 2014.  

During the event, supporters would be able to relax at the river's 

edge, taste the local gastronomy in the several restaurants and 

coffee shops of the town and discover the Cossack culture. 

 

The capacity of the stadium before the World Cup arrangements 

was of 38,000 occupants and now it's about 45,000.  

 

After the event, authorities plan to construct around the stadium a 

space dedicated to sporting activities for children, students and 

sports lovers.

17 June at 9pm 

BRAZIL vs SWITZERLAND

23 June at 6pm 

KOREA REP. vs MEXICO

20 June at 6pm 

URUGUAY vs SAUDI ARABIA

26 June at 9pm 

ICELAND vs CROATIA
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FISHT OLYMPIC 

STADIUM 

Built for the Winter Olympics in 2014, the Fisht Stadium has been 

reconstructed for the World Cup 2018. It is located on the Olympic 

Sport complex in Imeretin Valley in Sochi. In this areas, we may find 

residential sectors, parks, shops and a lot of restaurant and bars !  

The stadium is named after the Mount Fisht located in the Caucasus 

range of mountains.

Design has been made to offer to 

spectators a view on the sea as 

well as on mountains behind. 

The stadium has the capacity to 

accommodate 48,000 people. 

15 June at 9pm 

PORTUGAL vs SPAIN

18 June at 6pm 

BELGIUM vs PANAMA

23 June at 9pm 

GERMANY vs SWEDEN

26 June at 5pm 

AUSTRALIA vs PERU
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SAMARA ARENA 

Also named Cosmos Arena, the Samara Arena construction started in 

2014 at 15 kilometers north of the city of Samara. It is outside of the 

active area of the city but some shops, restaurants, residences and 

hotels are expanding around it.  

The region is renowned for its spacial sector, therefore the design 

expressed for the stadium is mostly referring to space.  

The arena has the capacity of about 45,000 seats divided over two 

tiers.

17 June at 4pm 

COSTA RICA vs SERBIA

21 June at 4pm 

DENMARK vs AUSTRALIA

25 June at 6pm 

URUGUAY vs RUSSIA

28 June at 6pm 

SENEGAL vs COLOMBIA
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To find out more activities in Russia visit our website MyLittleAdventure.com
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